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Last fall, I participated in a five-session Philadelphia Ethical Society workshop 

discussing a book entitled My Grandmother’s Hands, by Resmaa Menakem, a 

trauma therapist. This book explores the ancestral and generational trauma 

experienced by both Black and white families. Menakem argues that trauma is held 

in the body rather than in the conscious mind. If trauma does not reside in the 

mind, then we can’t “logic our way out of racism,” to use Menakem’s words.  

 

Christian Hayden, who was facilitating the workshop, explained that before it 

reaches the conscious brain, trauma hits people through what the author calls the 

“soul nerve,” which extends from the stomach to the brain stem. The soul nerve 

triggers the fight-or-flight response that—if not checked—can lead to bad, too-

often deadly, consequences. For example, a white body or a police body may 

experience discomfort in the proximity of a Black person. If the soul nerve 

interprets that discomfort as a lack of safety, then the body may react with 

violence. To avoid that, we must heal our bodies so that we are more open and less 

afraid of one other across racial lines.  

 

Black and white people must do their own work to identify and heal trauma. 

Throughout the book, Menakem provides exercises for “settling” the body, which 

he describes as a process of tempering and conditioning. Practitioners move away 

from experiencing “dirty pain” (responding from fear, with blame and avoidance) 

to “clean pain” (responding with integrity, in a way that produces growth).  

 

During the workshop, we shared our understanding of the bodily trauma passed 

down to each of us and then passed by us to the next generation. I’d like to share 

my own story as a white person. My mother’s ancestors lived in Alsace-Lorraine, a 

region long contested by Germany and France. From 1847 to 1855, ethnic and 

economic unrest caused a mass German migration to the United States. My 

mother’s ancestors were part of that migration.  

 

After World War 1, my mother’s family ran a successful business in a town north 

of Pittsburgh. Her grandfather forced the family to move to an abandoned farm, 

where they suffered hardships. My mother experienced body trauma there. I 

believe that that trauma was passed down to me, and that I express it as anxiety and 

procrastination.  

 



I was in college during the Vietnam War and received an exemption from the draft. 

Bombarded by media coverage of the casualties suffered by less privileged 

combatants during an increasingly dubious conflict, I experienced guilt. I turned to 

alcohol to settle my body, and my grades suffered. Fortunately, I soon stopped the 

alcohol. But the trauma of that guilt in my life and in my body still affects me.  

 

My understanding of Ethical Humanism gained from the Ethical Society helped 

settle my body during the pandemic and recent period of intense political 

polarization. Now I have a solid foundation for healing my body trauma. Thanks to 

the lessons from My Grandmother’s Hands, I am continuing to learn and to heal. 
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